
Discover the Intense and Thrilling Storyline of
Year One in Injustice: Gods Among Us

When it comes to epic superhero battles, few games can rival the intensity and
excitement found in the Injustice series. Developed by NetherRealm Studios, the
creators of the iconic Mortal Kombat franchise, Injustice: Gods Among Us offers a
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unique fighting game experience that pits DC Comics' greatest heroes against
each other in a struggle for the fate of the world.

One of the standout story arcs in the Injustice universe is Year One, a gripping
tale that sets the stage for the events of the game. The Year One storyline
explores the rise of a tyrant Superman and the formation of Batman's resistance,
delivering an emotional narrative that keeps players on the edge of their seats.
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The Premise and Characters

Year One takes place in an alternate reality where Superman, after being tricked
by the Joker into killing Lois Lane and their unborn child, becomes a dictator
determined to establish peace on Earth by any means necessary. This darker
version of the Man of Steel wages war against anyone who opposes him, dividing
the world's heroes into those who support his regime and those who stand
against it.

The comic series features a wide array of iconic characters from the DC universe,
including Batman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, The Flash, Green Lantern, and
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many more. Each hero faces internal conflicts as they wrestle with their loyalty to
Superman and their adherence to their own moral code.

A Vivid and Immersive Reading Experience

The Year One Complete Collection allows fans to dive deep into the story and
witness the events that shape the Injustice universe. With its rich artwork and
thought-provoking narrative, the collection captures the essence of the characters
and presents a compelling vision of a world torn apart by ideological differences.

The comprehensive collection showcases all 14 issues of the Year One comic
series, providing readers with a seamless reading experience from beginning to
end. Witness the iconic clash between Superman and Batman as they struggle to
redefine justice and protect what they hold dear.

The Importance of the Year One Storyline

Year One sets the foundation for the entire Injustice series, serving as a catalyst
for future events and character development. This dark and twisted version of the
DC universe questions the very nature of heroism and explores the
consequences of unchecked power.

As readers delve into the Complete Collection, they will find themselves
engrossed in the intense conflicts and emotional dilemmas faced by the iconic
heroes. The writers and artists have masterfully crafted a narrative that not only
entertains but also challenges our perceptions of right and wrong.

Year One: The Complete Collection Injustice offers fans of the game and comic
book lovers alike an immersive and captivating experience. Explore the moral
complexities of the DC universe as you witness the rise of a tyrant and the heroic
efforts to stand against him.



Whether you're a fan of the game or simply enjoy an engaging and thought-
provoking story, Year One is a must-read. Immerse yourself in the world of
Injustice and discover why this collection is hailed as one of the greatest
superhero narratives in recent years.
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Inspired by the video game phenomenon, INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US YEAR
ONE-THE COMPLETE EDITION collects the initial year of the best-selling series
in its entirety for the first time!

Superman is Earth's greatest hero. But when the Man of Steel can't protect the
thing he holds most dear, he decides to stop trying to save the world-and start
ruling it.

Now, the Last Son of Krypton is enforcing peace on Earth by any means
necessary. Only one man stands between Superman and absolute power:
Batman. And the Dark Knight will use any method at his disposal to stop his
former friend from reshaping the world in his shattered image.

Written by Tom Taylor (EARTH 2) with art by Jheremy Raapack (RESIDENT
EVIL), Mike S. Miller (A Game of Thrones) and more, this thrilling graphic novel
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collects INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US digital chapters 1-36 and in single
magazine form as INJUSTICE: GODS AMONG US 1-12 and INJUSTICE: GODS
AMONG US ANNUAL 1.
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Year One in Injustice: Gods Among Us
When it comes to epic superhero battles, few games can rival the
intensity and excitement found in the Injustice series. Developed by
NetherRealm Studios, the...

Dceased: Hope at World's End 2020 - Witness a
Gripping Tale of Courage and Survival
In the midst of chaos and despair, one comic series emerges as the
beacon of hope, promising an enthralling tale that will keep you on the
edge of your seat. Brace yourselves...

Something Is Killing The Children Vol. - A Dark
and Mesmerizing Horror Series
The Intriguing World of "Something Is Killing The Children Vol." Are you
craving for a terrifying, hair-raising story that will keep you on the edge
of...
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DCeased: Dead Planet 2020 - Tom Taylor's Epic
Return!
In the vast landscape of comic books, few stories have had such a
lasting impact on the DC universe as DCeased. With its compelling
narrative and unforgettable...
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New Iron Man
The world of Marvel Comics is no stranger to the concept of alternate
realities and parallel universes. It is in these alternate timelines that
remarkable...
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Exudes Elegance
Welcome to the House of Tom Taylor - a luxurious oasis where style
meets opulence, and elegance intertwines with comfort. Nestled in a
serene neighborhood, this...
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Injustice: Gods Among Us - The Action-Packed
Journey Continues in Tom Taylor's 2017-2018
Comic Series
Injustice: Gods Among Us has captured the hearts of fans worldwide with
its intense storyline and iconic characters locked in a battle for justice.
From the minds...
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